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hat strange times 2020 has bought us.
None of us ever imagined that the world
as we know it would come to such an
abrupt standstill, potentially altering our lives forever.
Pre-pandemic, too many of us were beyond busy and
recent events have forced us to embrace a slower pace.
For some, the break from the norm has been welcome.
For others, it has been difficult to endure. In this issue,
we talk about different experiences of lockdown and
some of the changes we have made as we embrace
new ways of working, communicating and socialising.
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The conundrum of what to wear when working from
home sent many of us into a spin. To avoid getting
caught out by any impromptu conference calls, think
smartness from the waist up with comfort on the
bottom half (worn-in vintage denim or stretch cotton
chinos are a good alternative to jogging bottoms).
Once offices re-open and we move back to normality,
there will be challenges ahead. Socialising outdoors as
the weather turns colder is just one of them, which is
why a good warm and weatherproof coat is top of our
list this season. EDITOR ANNA MOORE
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THE HOME EDITION

The COVID-19 travel ban meant we looked closer to home to shoot our autumn/winter collection. As Birmingham is the official home of Clements
and Church (and of perfectly tailored TV series Peaky Blinders), an old Victorian factory here made the perfect backdrop for our fashion story:
Birmingham: Born and Bred. The Bond in Digbeth is steeped in the history of this city of a thousand trades, filled with workshops and manufactories
of jewellery and other metalwork. Carrying coal, iron and heavy goods, the canals were the lifeblood of Victorian Birmingham. Shooting at the National
Trust’s Back to Backs museum in Inge Street, with its restored houses and communal courtyard, gave us an insight into local life through the generations.
The original housing was completed in 1802, in an area known for its tailoring outlets, the last occupant being George Saunders who had his tailor’s
shop at 52 Inge Street until 2002. Going back to our roots seemed the most apt way to celebrate this season and all of Birmingham’s rich history.
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FRONT COVER Formal three-piece
suit with peak lapel in black and white
puppytooth, worn with white shirt,
black tie and black leather moc boots
BACK COVER CC241 Unconstructed
single-breasted camel glen check suit,
worn with silver grey rollneck
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BACK STREET BOY
CC236 100% wool unconstructed burgundy
knitted double-breasted jacket worn with
black knitted shirt and grey washed jeans
BELOW, FROM LEFT
The suited Shelbys from Peaky Blinders,
beside Gas Street canal, industrial Digbeth,
the Back to Backs, Regency Wharf

nationaltrust.org.uk/birmingham-back-to-backs

INTIMATE AFFAIR
Small is beautiful for (socially
distanced) wedding celebrations
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BIRMINGHAM:

BORN & BRED
PHOTOGRAPHY

Sean Gleason

@seangleasonphoto

Embrace textured tailoring with cloths in muted autumnal tones

OPPOSITE PAGE CC255 Double-breasted two-piece burgundy suit with peak lapel, worn with black rollneck
ABOVE CC234 Unconstructed single-breasted brown puppytooth suit with wide notch lapel, worn with white shirt and brown knit tie
MODEL PATRICK O'DONNELL AT SELECT / ART DIRECTION JEN IVES / STYLING ANNA MOORE / HAIR NANCY MAE /
LOCATIONS THE BOND, DIGBETH AND NATIONAL TRUST BACK TO BACKS MUSEUM
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“Autumn-winter is the perfect time to experiment with colours outside of classic
blues. Forest green and light browns give a great alternative and a way to expand
the winter colour palette. Challenge yourself to think outside your tones and
designs and create something fresh this season!” JASON BEVAN HEAD TAILOR, OXFORD
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PATRICK WEARS
CC250 Soft tailored three-piece
single-breasted green check
suit, worn with white shirt, silver
tie and bespoke baker boy cap
OPPOSITE PAGE
CC234 Unconstructed singlebreasted brown puppytooth suit
with wide notch lapel, worn with
white shirt and brown knit tie

ET CETERA
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COVER

Canal Street Blues

STARS

If all formality has gone out the window, reach for smart
new ways of wearing tailored pieces. Team soft relaxed
suiting with fine merino knits and boots to deliver a smart
casual appearance. Wear unstructured wool jackets with
stretch jeans and jersey shirts for style in comfort.
PHOTOGRAPHY SEAN GLEASON

OPPOSITE PAGE CC243 Navy puppytooth unconstructed double-breasted peak lapel
jacket, worn with white shirt, indigo jeans and high top sneakers LEFT CC241 Unconstructed
single-breasted camel glen check suit with silver grey rollneck (also on back cover)

PATRICK O'DONNELL
Model @patrickodonnell7

North London model Patrick, 29,
was discovered by Alasdair McLellan
when fixing the roof of the fashion
photographer’s house, and has gone
on to star in campaigns for brands
such as Hugo Boss and Aquascutum.
When not in front of a camera, former
footballer Patrick, who played for
Watford and Leyton Orient FC, can
still be found working up on the roof.

COUTURE CAPS
MILLINER JONNY BEARDSALL makes hats
from upcycled coats, scarves and antique textiles,
and shares our ethos around sustainability. For our
Birmingham: Born and Bred shoot, he created baker
boy caps from remnants of our tailoring cloth to
complement our three-piece suits.
A former Army captain, Yorkshire Dales based
Beardsall is now a die-hard textile lover who delights
in obscure end-of-roll pieces, rare deadstock fabrics
and other finds from the strangest of places.

AROMA
Show Pony a-zanimals.co.uk

Jonny Beardsall caps are available to order
in our signature collection cloths.

“Hats should endure, and these pieces
are timeless and epitomise slow fashion.
No fabric is wasted...”

Aroma is a 24-year old Portuguese
stallion. He was Orlando Bloom’s
horse in the 2005 film Kingdom of
Heaven, and went on to be ridden by
Cate Blanchett in Robin Hood. He also
starred as Richard Madden’s horse in
Cinderella as well as appearing in many
other features and TV series.
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@jonnybeardsallmillinery

WHEREVER I LAY MY HAT
CC240 Black and white bouclé jacket (part of suit)
with matching bespoke baker boy hat

PHOTOGRAPHY LUKE KIRWAN

He will only eat hay that has been
damped, and if it’s not wet enough,
he dunks it in his water before eating it!
Aroma is trained in classical dressage,
can lie down and perform a Spanish
walk, and is safe in the knowledge
that he is the most beautiful horse
in the yard.

jonnybeardsall.com

PHOTOGRAPHY SEAN GLEASON

Aroma’s Rider

JONNY BEARDSALL MILLINER

ET CETERA
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Accessories Reboot
After months of working in your carpet slippers and only having to
carry a cup of tea to your living room, it's time to think about investing
in new season footwear and accessories. Our bespoke shoe builder has eight
classic boot styles from the military to the moc boot (pictured below and
right), which can be customised in over 100 variations and materials for a
truly unique pair. Boots offer a flexible option for your winter wardrobe;
wear casually with jeans or go all out suited and booted for a more formal
look. Don’t let your luggage let you down; choose a smart holdall for
your gym kit or weekend wear and every detail will be perfect.

IAN ROPER
Head Tailor, Beaconsfield
Clements and Church
clementsandchurch.co.uk
@clementsandchurch

IN THE DRIVING SEAT
MEET OUR LATEST COAT: THE MOST PRACTICAL AND VERSATILE ITEM FOR YOUR WARDROBE
This deconstructed short coat is versatile enough to wear with either smart tailored pieces or casual jeans, making

wintery elements. Rigorous cleaning and good storage will also help
maintain the shape of the shoe and prevent leather from cracking.

same features as real feathers, the 100 per cent recycled down is made of used plastic. We have used a quilted liner

Always use natural cedarwood shoe trees as they absorb moisture

or classic overcoat fabrics.

CETERA

CARE TIP
Don’t forget to protect leather boots and luggage from the

it the perfect mid-season outer layer. The detachable quilted down liner adds extra warmth without bulk. With all the
as the outer of the car coat, seen here in khaki green. It is also available in black or navy, or in any of our technical

10 E T

PHOTOGRAPHY LUKE KIRWAN

IAN SAYS:
IT'S THE
PERFECT TOP
LAYER FOR
WINTER
OR SUMMER

PHOTOGRAPHY LUKE KIRWAN / SEAN GLEASON / CHRIS ALLEN

PUT THE BOOT IN
TOP RIGHT Black leather and flannel holdall luggage BOTTOM RIGHT Black calf leather
moc boots BELOW Brown grain leather military brogue boot. All items are bespoke

and keep shoes in the correct shape. Polish leather regularly.
Clean with a brush first, then apply high quality cream with a cloth.

ET CETERA
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JASON BEVAN

“Why not invest in a double-breasted jacket for
the colder months. Opt for a soft and textured fabric
that can be dressed up and down for any occasion”

WAISTCOAT
WORK

MATT RODEN, HEAD TAILOR BIRMINGHAM

ADD A NEW dynamic to your wardrobe by mixing and
matching a three-piece suit with casual items to create

LEFT CC255 Double-breasted two-piece burgundy suit with peak lapel, worn with white shirt,
silk wool tie and white silk pocket square BELOW Suit as before, worn with black rollneck

multiple combinations. A waistcoat can also smarten
up your denim look: add warmth to your winter wear
by layering one with knits or casual shirts.

PHOTOGRAPHY BEN HOSKINS / SEAN GLEASON

Head Tailor, Oxford
Clements and Church
clementsandchurch.co.uk
@clementsandchurch
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PHOTOGRAPHY SEAN GLEASON

ONE SUIT/
TWO WAYS
WE TOOK ONE contemporary double-breasted winter suit and styled
it in two ways. Worn with a white shirt, silk tie and pocket square, it is fit
for a wedding or work; while a close fitting rollneck and boots can be a
smart casual option. Of course, the jacket can be paired with jeans too.

“A grey-black houndstooth suit allows you to mix with
solid black or dark charcoal flannel trousers to create
multiple winter options with your waistcoat and knitwear”
JASON BEVAN HEAD TAILOR, OXFORD

#CLEMENTSANDCHURCH
Tag #clementsandchurch on Instagram and we will feature our favourite images on our website…
@clementsandchurch

TOP RIGHT CC239 Silver grey bouclé check casual jacket with notch lapel, worn with white knitted shirt and
grey wool waistcoat and grey washed jeans ABOVE Black 100% wool double-breasted waistcoat, worn with
pale blue shirt, knitted tie and black pleated flannel trousers RIGHT CC254 Grey check single-breasted jacket
with peak lapel, all other items as above
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CLUB CLEMENTS

LOCKDOWN LIVES
We talk to tailors and friends about their differing experiences
during lockdown and how it changed them

AARON JOHN
Chief Operating Officer,
Clements and Church
clementsandchurch.co.uk
@clementsandchurch

JAMES YATES
Model @yatesy17

J

ames Yates, 28, is a full-time model and
Club Clements ambassador. He spent
lockdown in London with his girlfriend,
British tennis player Laura Robson.

IAN ROPER
Beaconsfield Head Tailor and COVID-19 Survivor

I

an Roper, 32, became seriously unwell in early
March when he contracted COVID-19. He
tells of his battle with the virus and what he
learnt about himself.

Aaron John spent
lockdown in Birmingham,
Michigan…and wished
he'd packed his winter coat

MICHAEL BAILEY
Leamington Head Tailor and New Father

M

ichael Bailey, 29, and his wife Hannah
became first-time parents this summer,
on 27 June, but the delivery was very
different from how they expected.

THE MAIN DIFFERENCE in being
locked down across the pond was
the extreme contrast in weather.
Whilst Birmingham Midlands

When it began, I was so tired, but I put it down
to a busy few weeks. Then the fever hit, my body
began to ache and I developed a bad cough.
It’s worrying how hard it knocked me, there were
a few nights where my fiancé, Gwen, didn’t want
to sleep as she was so worried. On the eighth
night, she called 111 as I was finding it very
difficult to breathe. I was later prescribed steroids
and a nebuliser to help with my breathing.
I was ill for 28 days and getting back to fitness
has been a long process, but I was fortunate
enough to be in a good place initially which
helped my recovery. The whole experience taught
me the importance of looking after both your
physical and mental health. Also, the kindness
and care from family and friends showed me
how blessed I am in life.

Becoming parents during lockdown has been
an extremely bitter sweet experience for my
wife and I. Charlie Bailey arrived three and a half
weeks early via emergency C-section, but whilst
we could not be more thankful for the brilliant
team of NHS doctors and nurses on hand to
ensure his safe arrival, I actually missed the birth
because of restrictions on people entering the
hospital. And though we were overcome with
the immense joy of welcoming our first child
into the world, there was also the frustration
of not being able to fully share the pregnancy
journey with family and close friends because
of COVID-19 regulations.
That said, we’re just happy to have him here,
healthy and safe, during what are extraordinarily
trying times.

basked in early spring sunshine,
in Birmingham Michigan we
battled sleet and snowstorms.
Unpredictable weather is one of
the main reasons my personal style
involves so much layering! This,
alongside stylish outerwear, is going
to be key in the season ahead.
PHOTOGRAPHY LUKE KIRWAN

I was lucky enough to spend lockdown with
my girlfriend and I realised I’m actually good at
making the most out of situations. I adapted to
our routine easily and enjoyed developing home
workouts and going on long walks every day
which were good for my headspace. I also
rediscovered my enjoyment of cooking and
found time to focus on projects without
distraction. I missed family, socialising and being
able to travel freely the most. I had time to reflect
and set goals and it’s solidified for me what I
want to do going forward. It also made me very
appreciative of my lifestyle and my relationship.
When lockdown ended and I went back to Milan
for work, my enthusiasm for travel was reignited.
Now it’s time for me to get my head down,
work hard and continue to better myself.

WINTER'S COMING
Grey check felted alpaca
overcoat layered over CC242
navy knitted jacket over white
jersey shirt, styled with black
calf leather moc boots and belt

Whether inside in air conditioning,
or outside in bad weather, the
ability to shed or add layers
and remain looking sharp is a skill.
A tailored overcoat, worn over
a softly unstructured jacket and
knitted shirt, builds a smart look
without adding bulk. Another key
item for adding warmth without
weight is the waistcoat (pg12).

@chrisallen

JORDAN ROUSE
Oxford Tailor and Stylist

AARON FOSTER
WFH Guru

HAVE THE RIGHT MINDSET
Dressing for work certainly helped get me
in the right mindset. I just switched formal

PHOTOGRAPHY CHRIS ALLEN

three-pieces for soft tailoring and knitted
TONI & GUY TRAINED Jordan Rouse sharpened

BEFORE LOCKDOWN OCCURRED,

shirts so I’d be comfortable all day yet

his scissors whilst self-isolating. Having trained

I’d never worked from home for an

dressed appropriately for meetings.

under super session stylist Jody Taylor, at the

extended period. I soon learned I had to

Toni & Guy Academy, as a school leaver, Jordan

create a routine to help keep myself active

KEEP ON TASK

swopped his tools for a tape measure when he

physically and focused for work. I started

Regular Zoom and Microsoft Teams

joined Clements and Church in 2017. Having

most days with YouTube yoga classes or a

meetings with the rest of my colleagues

morning run. Luckily, the martial arts gym

helped keep everyone on task, whilst

I attend decided to put their classes online

making sure that working remotely

so I could keep up with my training.

didn’t mean working in isolation.

rediscovered the pleasure of transformation,
Jordan is now combining sharp tailoring with
his talent for fresh trims.

14 E T
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SHARP END Josh Gear gets
a tailor's trim from Jordan

AARON FOSTER
Brown and beige wool houndstooth jacket
with soft handle for comfort, worn with olive
green knitted popover shirt and worn-in red-cast
raw selvedge jeans and house slippers

ET CETERA
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WORKING WARDROBE
Head of Fashion
and Luxury Goods,
London Evening Standard
and ES Magazine
#mauricemullen

I

#WFH

LOCKDOWN LOCKS
Ken Dodd's infamous 'do'
(above) TOP RIGHT Aaron Foster
nails WFH style, (with the help of
hair stylist partner Nancy Mae)
BELOW Perfect your brows:
it's all about eye contact
when wearing a mask!

ingredient with many options. Camel complements navy in this smart capsule wardrobe
comprising a dogtooth jacket and navy rollneck, which can work with denim or cord jeans,

As the unprecedented circumstances of
2020 rewrite the rules of work, our tailoring
ambassador Maurice Mullen shares his
thoughts on working from home
n modern history, every notable event has spawned
an acronym or two.
After the Second World War, we had the creation
of NATO and the WHO and in the spring/summer
of 2020, spurred by arrival of COVID-19, the hitherto
rarely used WFH came into its own.

AVOID HOME
HAIRCUT S
UNLESS YOU
DON’T MIND
BEING MISTAKEN
FOR THE LATE
KEN DODD

GET THE MOST out of your garments by sticking to a colour palette and having one key

That isn’t to say that the concept of ‘working from
home’ is a new one. On the contrary, it was the arrival
of what we now identify as capitalism which first
introduced the idea of workers on ‘piece rate’ working
from their own houses. But now it seems history has
come full circle and, aided and abetted by Zoom,
Skype, WhatsApp and sundry other tech, here we
are again.
It’s debatable at the time of writing whether the
buzzing, crowded inner city office as we knew it will
ever be the same. In the US, a survey of workers
indicated that 60 per cent of those polled said they
were more productive under their own roof, and
organisations like Twitter and Facebook are looking
at making WFH a permanent arrangement for those
who prefer it.

Covid Spine

If indeed the direction of travel is only from your
kitchen to your suitably-sanitised study, how best to
navigate the brave new world of business ‘at a distance’?
My first recommendation is the early establishment
of a routine. The absence of the dreaded commute can
of course provide the opportunity for a welcome lie-in,

high top or low sneakers. Add a classic white shirt into the mix and the capsule is complete.

but we shouldn’t mistake liberty for licence–tasks still
need to be completed, deadlines met and professional
standards observed.
Secondly, don’t overdo it. Just as there are office
‘water cooler moments’, give yourself decent breaks
and take a proper lunch hour. We’ve all come across
‘presenteeism’, but in a year’s time I guarantee we’ll
see cases of ‘Covid Spine’ in those who felt that they
couldn’t be seen to have abandoned their laptop for
a cheeky flat white.

Sartorial Standards

Thirdly, I hardly need mention this to readers of
Et Cetera, but remember that the fact you’re at home
doesn’t mean that grooming and sartorial standards can
fall by the wayside. While the lack of access to your
regular barber may mean that you’ve started to resemble
Shaggy from Scooby Doo, this doesn’t mean that you
have to start dressing like him. By the same token,
I’m all for experimenting with a lockdown beard but
studiously avoid home haircuts unless you don’t mind
being mistaken for the late comic Ken Dodd.
In short, keep it simple: collared formal shirts
(no tie required), unbuttoned waistcoats, polo shirts
(long-sleeved) and plain coloured cashmere sweaters are
the way to go. I also have a penchant for the collarless
or grandad shirt and, if you feel you can carry off a
cravat without straying too far into Nicholas Parson
territory, by all means give it a go.
Accessorise with a large G&T at the end of the day
and congratulate yourself on a job well done. Forget the
9 to 5…it must be gin o’clock somewhere in the world.

LOCKDOWN LOWDOWN
BROW BEATEN

TO STAY STYLISH whilst maintaining

Session stylist Nancy Mae says brows

safety requirements, we’re elevating

will become your most distinguishable

masks from health necessity to stylish

feature whilst wearing a mask.

must-have. Customise a face mask in

“I prefer a less is more approach

any of our shirt fabrics, along with your

and like to keep things natural.

choice of pleats, topstitching, binding,

Keep plucking to a minimum and

ear loops and your monogram. The

only in the ‘unibrow’ zone. This gives

masks are washable, have a removable

instant structure and definition to

filter and come complimentary with

the eye area.”
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@nancymae_

every custom-made shirt ordered.

PHOTOGRAPHY LUKE KIRWAN / SEAN GLEASON

MAURICE MULLEN

HOME WORK

PATRICK WEARS CC244 Camel and navy puppytooth single-breasted jacket with notch lapel, worn with navy rollneck, indigo jeans and navy punched leather
belt and camel leather sneakers with navy sole MAIN IMAGE Jacket, rollneck and belt as before, camel cords with navy punched leather high top sneakers

ISSUE:10 AUTUMN/WINTER 2020
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Revisit the most important item in the winter wardrobe:
the coat takes centre stage this season as we take socialising outside in all weathers

UNDER COVER
PHOTOGRAPHY

Sean Gleason

@seangleasonphoto

OPPOSITE PAGE AND ABOVE Navy windproof car coat worn with silver grey rollneck, jeans and punched leather navy high top sneakers TOP LEFT CC245 Cream wool relaxed long length
overcoat worn with navy rollneck and jeans ABOVE RIGHT Grey check alpaca overcoat worn with silver rollneck, navy knitted jacket, jeans and punched leather mid-grey high top sneakers

ET CETERA
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TEE OFF

ET CETERA STYLE
BE BOLD WITH OUR BEAUTIFUL BESPOKE GOLF SHOES

OUR COLLECTION OF bespoke golf shoes is now available for you to design in a choice of nine classic styles from brogues to monk straps.
These can be created in countless leathers, suedes and other materials, to create your own unique look on the golf course. With Blake welt
construction, waterproof materials and golf soles with removable Softspikes™ attachments, our bespoke golf shoe collection gives players
a head start in style on the fairway. The Softspikes™ cleat technology delivers maximum performance via a 16-component design that reacts
to every angle of force exerted by the golfer. This gives players the perfect combination of performance and style.
WINNING SHOES Josh Gear designed a classic brogue in brown moc-croc and white calf leather, monogrammed with his initials

GIRL
POWER
INTRODUCING WOMENSWEAR

Inspired by Bianca Jagger’s
iconic suit for her 1971
wedding to Mick Jagger, this
classic white tuxedo can also
be worn on the red carpet.
A single-button peak lapel
jacket with skinny flare
is our interpretation, but
anything is possible! From
double-breasted boardroom
style to relaxed unstructured
tailoring, the sky is the limit.
PHOTOGRAPHY BEN HOSKINS

PHOTOGRAPHY LUKE KIRWAN

@lukejameskirwan

DAISY WEARS White stretch super 140s single-breasted
tuxedo BELOW, HOLD ONTO YOUR HAT Bianca and Mick
Jagger tie the knot in Saint-Tropez, France

ET CETERA
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I

’ve noticed over the years, with the introduction
of ever more social media, that weddings have
almost become competitions of Olympic
proportions. The need to outdo and go bigger has at
times taken over from the main point of a wedding,
to get married!
As a planner, I try and get couples to do what’s
important to them and forget everyone else, but
in a world of excess, that can be hard. COVID-19
has given us a bit of a lesson. Golly, it’s been utterly
pants, but in many ways, it’s been a blessing.

Nearest & Dearest

MICRO
WEDDINGS ARE
THE ULTIMATE
WAY FORWARD

SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL
The quaint boathouse at
Euridge Manor, Chippenham is
the perfect setting for a select
gathering, bringing with it
unique photo ops on the lake

The unusual circumstances have made us be more
creative and focus on the basics, the important
stuff. Weddings aren’t going to be the same for a
long time. Not to sound negative, but the days of
200 people crammed into a hotel aren’t going to be
around for a while and is that a bad thing? If you
really look at your guest list and be super critical,
how many names truly matter? When you factor in
£150+ per head for each guest, would you happily
take all those people for a slap-up dinner? I’m antisocial, there are about 10 people I like, so a wedding
for 30 was perfect for me. Lake Garda, great food,
wine, chilled vibe, my nearest and dearest... It also
meant that I could spend the money on what I
really wanted. I didn’t have to go without flowers

so I could pay for a distant cousin to sit on table 20
and wave at me once throughout the day. We could
spend our cash how we wanted. Okay, so it actually
went on the diamonds in my wedding band, but I’m
sure my husband agrees that we both benefit!

Dreams Become Reality

That’s what I love about the intimate weddings
we’re creating today. They are design led. We can
go all out because it’s one or two tables to decorate.
The budgets stretch to vast proportions. Couture
gowns, bespoke suits (obvs!) and utterly spoiling
the specially chosen guests. Sometimes it makes me
sad when couples can’t have exactly what they want
because the budget won’t stretch, so micro weddings
are the ultimate way forward. I’m a long-time fan
of one long table with epic florals and stunning
crockery in unique locations which would usually
be too small, so your day is truly different. We have
to learn to adapt to a new normal which can still
be incredible.
Let’s enjoy a world of weddings which are
everything the couple wants, wrapped up with
a smaller bow. In the words of PT Barnum in
The Greatest Showman: “A man's station is only
limited by his imagination.” It’s exciting and I
can’t wait to hear my next couple’s crazy dreams
and make them a reality.

PRINCE

CHARMING
From traditional tails to contemporary lounge
suits, we can create the ideal look for you
and your groomsmen on your wedding day.
Our unique service ensures the chosen suit style
will be the perfect fit to your personality, body
shape and theme of the wedding. From the first
consultation, to the photo opportunity after the
vows, your tailor can be there, if required, to advise
and assist you. From steaming your shirt, pressing
your collars and making sure your tie is perfectly
knotted, your tailor will ensure you are picture
perfect. Rest assured, he will smooth out any
wrinkles that arise on the day.

CLASSIC TAILS Max wears bespoke tailcoat in black, with double-breasted
black and white puppytooth waistcoat and dress trousers, with black calf
leather wholecut shoes LEFT Your tailor will be on hand to ensure all is
perfect on the day
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DRESSES THE WEDDING CLUB / LOCATION EURIDGE MANOR

Event Planner, founder of
Everything Organised
everythingorganised.com
@everythingorganised
@thehonestplanner
@eoinabox

@roseforresthairandmakeup /

SUSANNAH
RICHARDSON

MAKEUP ROSE FORREST

Susannah Richardson adapts to the new way of celebrating: go small but think big

@benjaminryanhair /

PHOTOGRAPHY BEN HOSKINS

MODELS MAX RENDELL AND DAISY PETTINGER / HAIR BENJAMIN MATTHEWS

INTIMATE AFFAIR
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Get Personal
EVENING ATTIRE
Max wears a midnight
blue velvet tuxedo with
a shawl collar, white
dress shirt with a satin
bow tie and patent
leather penny loafers

FULL BLOOM
OXFORDSHIRE BASED FLORAL design duo Matthew Taylor and Gary Cooper
created the gorgeous setting at our exclusive boathouse celebration. Matthew
of Fabulous Flowers says: "During these unprecedented times, even if weddings

Embroider a special message, key date or
monogram into your collar, interior pocket
of your jacket, or the heel of your shoe to make
your bespoke outfit unique for your big day,
making your look even more memorable.
LAIDBACK LUXE
Max wears CC230
single-breasted claret
bouclé suit with a white
cutaway collar shirt.
Daisy wears bespoke
white tux (details pg21)

are downscaled in terms of guest numbers, it is so important that it is still
an incredibly special day, and flowers can elevate an intimate gathering to
a fabulously unforgettable occasion."

www.fabulousflowers.biz

@fabulousflowers

TAILORSʼ TIPS

“For the ultimate in intimate, wear your timeless
custom-made relaxed suit with an open-neck shirt”
AARON JOHN CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER

ET CETERA
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